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QUESTION 1:
Consider the following excerpt from the cluster ascii file:
NODE_NAME Zappa
NETWORK_INTERFACE lan0
HEARTBEAT_IP 1.2.3.5
NETWORK_INTERFACE lan2
STATIONARY_IP 6.7.3.4
NETWORK_INTERFACE lan6
HEARTBEAT_IP 6.7.3.17
NETWORK_INTERFACE lan4
Which statement is true?
A. lan4 is a standby interface;lan2 doesnot carry heartbeat packets.
B. lan4 is a standby interface for lan2 and lan6;lan6 carries only heatbeat packets.
C. lan4 is a standby interface for lan6;lan6 carries only heatbeat packets.
D. lan4 is a standby interface ;lan6 carries only heatbeat packets.
Answer: A
QUESTION 2:
Exhibit:
[ system_b - /etc/cmcluster ]
# cmviewcl -v
CLUSTER STATUS
test_cluster up
NODE STATUS STATE
system_a up running
Network_Parameters:
INTERFACE STATUS PATH NAME
PRIMARY up 8/0/1/0 lan0
PRIMARY up 10/12/6 lan4
STANDBY up 8/12/2/0 lan3
STANDBY up 8/12/1/0 lan2
PACKAGE STATUS STATE AUTO_RUN NODE
ora_pkg up running enabled system_a
Policy_Parameters:
POLICY_NAME CONFIGURED_VALUE
Failover configured_node
Failback manual
Script_Parameters:
ITEM STATUS MAX_RESTARTS RESTARTS NAME
Service up 1 0 oracle9i
Service up Unlimited 0 ora_lsnr
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Subnet up 192.168.1.0
Node_Switching_Parameters:
NODE_TYPE STATUS SWITCHING NAME
Primary up enabled system_a (current)
Alternate up enabled system_b
NODE STATUS STATE
system_b up running
Network_Parameters:
INTERFACE STATUS PATH NAME
PRIMARY up 10/4/16 lan0
PRIMARY up 10/12/6 lan1
STANDBY up 8/0/1/0 lan2
STANDBY up 8/0/2/0 lan3
STANDBY up 8/12/2/0 lan5
STANDBY up 8/12/1/0 lan4
[ system_b - /etc/cmcluster ]
#
Based on the cmviewcl output, how many package services are configured for
package ora_pkg?
A. 2
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5
Answer: A
QUESTION 3:
A collection of templates and scripts that integrate popular applications into a
Serviceguard environment are referred to as what?
A. HA Monitors
B. EMS Framework
C. ECM Toolkit
D. Integration Manager
Answer: C
QUESTION 4:
In the context of high availability, which phrase describes mean time to failure?
A. the amount of time to indefinitely restart a failed service
B. the amount of time a system can provide service without failure
C. the amount of time to stop a service after a failure has been experienced
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D. the amount of time to resume service after a failure has been experienced
Answer: B
QUESTION 5:
In the context of high availability, which phrase describes mean time to repair?
A. amount of time to restart the server
B. amount of time required to troubleshoot the system crash
C. interval of time when the system provides service without fault
D. interval of time to resume service after a failure has been experienced
Answer: D
QUESTION 6:
In the context of high availability, what is the affect of split-brain syndrome?
A. different applications accessing the same disks simultaneously
B. two clusters initiate an application that accesses the same disks
C. different users of an application accessing the same disks consecutively
D. two sub-clusters initiated from a single cluster without knowledge of each other
Answer: D
QUESTION 7:
Which could be a single point of failure in an HP-UX system?
A. CPU, memory, disk, or application
B. network switch, CPU, memory, or application
C. application, power supply, internal disk, or DBA
D. system administrator, CPU, or internal hard-disk
Answer: A
QUESTION 8:
Which high availability solutions are provided by Serviceguard? (Choose three).
A. application switching
B. software redundancy
C. hardware redundancy
D. power supply redundancy
E. bridge network redundancy
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